
    

Lift Your Eyes – Noelle Bybee     (Key of G)    Capo on 7 
   
Intro:  G   G4   G   G4                          Hard Intro Pick:  6/2    4/3     6      4/2    6/3     4     6    4/3    
Pluck:  Base pluck Base pluck (pluck 2,3,4 together)   Beat:      1       2       3       4       5       6     7     8 
Strum:   DDU  DDU  DDU  DUDU       Easier Intro Pick:  6/2  3423423 
                     C21      C2maj7 
                                          
        (Pluck) G      C21      G       C21 
Why are you looking down        with your face towards the ground?     
       Em           C21   G      C2maj7  
You’re a daughter of a king of great worth and royalty, fit to wear a crown. (1 pluck)               
  

  G    C21     G       C21 
Why are you holding on,   thinking that you don’t belong?                      hold 

      Em                            C21              G   G 
You are loved more than you know, so take your doubts and let them go, and look towards the sun. 
 
          G (strum)        C      G        C 
If you lift your eyes    to the only one who gives you light                       
            Em                    C        G  (repeat intro pick)  
He will take you and will make you shine,      just lift your eyes, just lift your eyes.  
 

         G (pluck)     C21               G       C21 
Why are you so afraid?                 Just put your fears away,  
                             Em                 C21                            G  G  
And be the girl you’re meant to be, and look to Him for everything, and make this world a better place. 
 
          G (strum)        C      G        C 
If you lift your eyes    to the only one who gives you light      

            Em                    C       G (pluck)   C21          G5 (strum) 
He will take you and will make you shine,     just lift your eyes,          just lift your eyes. 
 
(DDU DDU DDUUDU)     C22             G5                 G5        C22  
Not looking high enough,     not looking high enough,    not looking high enough,    
        C22      G5 
Just lift your, lift your eyes, (2x - 2nd time, skip last G5 and go to G (pluck) below)  
 
          G (pluck)        C21      G        C21 
If you lift your eyes    to the only one who gives you light  
            Em                  C21        G   G (2nd time – C21) 
He will take you and will make you shine,      just lift your eyes.  (2x – strum 2nd time) 
 
  (strum) G5  (DDU DDU DDUUDU)     C22            G5 
Just lift your eyes. Not looking high enough,   not looking high enough,    not looking high enough,  
       C22    G5   
Just lift your, lift your eyes, (2x)  
 
On 2nd time, last G -  repeat ½ of intro – then hold down 1st and 2nd string 3rd fret, pluck 1,2)    


